as hydrolysis and solvolysis. Hammett’s sigma constants, and shifts in infrared absorption (T. Fukuto, University of California, Riverside). Improved correlations result from taking steric factors into account. Additional effects are: (i) the stereospecificity in cholinesterase inactivation associated with an asymmetric center, and (ii) the possible contribution to selective toxicity of the significant structural difference between insect and mammalian enzymes. Absorption phenomena on the surface of insects and considerations of insecticide chemical transport into the body were discussed by M. Suwanai (Tokyo University of Agriculture and Technology, Fuchu, Tokyo). A method for calculating the rate of insecticide action based on kinetic and diffusion equations was illustrated.

The papers presented at the Nikko seminar are scheduled for publication as a separate volume of the international book series, Residue Reviews, edited by F. Gunther and published by Springer-Verlag New York, Inc.

Both Japan and the United States were among the first to recognize certain serious problems resulting from the adverse effects on animals and plants arising from the rapidly increasing use of pesticides. Cooperation between the two countries can accelerate a solution to problems arising from contamination by pesticides.

J. E. Camida
Division of Entomology, University of California, Berkeley

K. Fukunaga
National Institute of Agricultural Sciences and Institute of Physical and Chemical Research, Tokyo, Japan

Calendar of Events

May

National Meetings


1. C. Montero, Div. of Rehabilitation Medicine, Stanford Univ. School of Medicine, Palo Alto 94304

3-4. Society for Pediatric Research, Atlantic City, N.J. (Secretary, The Society, 2% Dept. of Pediatrics, J. H. Miller Health Center, Univ. of Florida, Gainesville, Fla.)


4-5. Economics and Evaluation Symp.,

Mitochondria O₂ uptake rates in 30 seconds and liver cell rates in 120? Yes, with the YSI Model 53 Biological Oxygen Monitor utilizing a special Clark type oxygen electrode. Unique features minimize temperature, flow, and pressure problems, and allow simple insertion of materials and easy debubbling.

The YSI Model 53 draws oxygen uptake and evolution curves automatically and continuously on any 100 mv recorder, eliminating plotting errors and providing useful data in seconds after insertion of materials. Most experiments require 2 to 15 minutes. Micro and macro measurement accessory kits are available.

Your technician can learn to operate the YSI Model 53 Biological Oxygen Monitor in a few hours. Write for complete specifications.
Lourdes Clini-Fuge™ operates at low speed, high speed and very high speed. The refrigerated model 30-R operates from -20°C to +40°C. Model 30 is non-refrigerated. Both incorporate the exclusive and patented continuous flow system and a dozen other features for unequalled versatility, control and convenience. Model 30-R provides for either blood bags or bottles in blood component separation. FULL FACTORY SERVICES. For more details, see Guide to Scientific Instruments. For full information, ask your dealer or write.

LOURDES INSTRUMENT CORPORATION
OLD BETHPAGE, L. I., NEW YORK 11804 516-694-8686

CAPACITIES TO 6,000 ml

Dallas, Tex. (J. A. Chrichton, 1100 Vaughan Bldg., Dallas 75201)
4-9. American Soc. of Planning Officials, natl. planning conf., San Francisco, Calif. (The Society, 1313 E. 60 St., Chicago, Ill. 60637)
5. American Federation for Clinical Research, annual mtg., Atlantic City, N.J. (J. E. Bryan, Executive Secretary, APCR, 2000 P St., NW, Washington, D.C. 20036)
5-8. American Inst. of Chemical Engineers, 64th natl., Tampa, Fla. (R. W. Fahien, Univ. of Florida, Gainesville)
5-8. Industrial Research Inst., Boca Raton, Fla. (G. W. McBride, Secretary-Treasurer, The Institute, 100 Park Ave., New York 10017)
5-8. American Soc. of Lubrication Engineers, annual mtg., Cleveland, Ohio. (D. B. Sanberg, Executive Secretary, The Society, 838 Busse Highway, Park Ridge, Ill. 60068)
5-9. American Soc. of Brewing Chemists, annual mtg., St. Paul, Minn. (B. A. Burkhart, Executive Secretary, The Society, 501 N. Walnut St., Madison, Wis. 53705)
5-10. Society of Plastics Engineers, 26th annual technical conf., New York, N.Y. (R. D. Forger, Director of Memorial Activities, 65 Prospect St., Stamford, Conn. 06902)
6-7. Institute on Lake Superior Geology, 14th annual, Superior, Wis. (A. B. Dickas, Dept. of Geology, Wisconsin State Univ., Superior)
6-8. American Soc. for Quality Control
6-8. Coding Theory, symp., Madison, Wis. (H. B. Mann, Mathematics Research Center, Univ. of Wisconsin, Madison)
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PYROCELL KEEPS ON MAKING FUSED SILICA ABSORPTION CELLS BETTER AND BETTER.

TO MAKE YOUR JOB EASIER AND EASIER.
SERIES 6000 — The right cell . . . for the right determinations.

- High precision path length.
- Optically flat and parallel windows.
- Highest purity silica windows.
- Suited for determinations requiring extreme temperature changes.
- Use with any chemical or solvent.
- Available 10, 5, 2, 1 mm path lengths.

Send for illustrated catalog.

Pyrocell MANUFACTURING CO., INC.
91 Carver Avenue • Westwood, N. J. 07675

THE KLETT FLUORIMETER

No. 2070

Designed for the rapid and accurate determination of thiamin, riboflavin, and other substances which fluoresce in solution. The sensitivity and stability are such that it has been found particularly useful in determining very small amounts of these substances.

KLETT SCIENTIFIC PRODUCTS

PHOTOELECTRIC COLORIMETERS • BIO-COLORIMETERS
GLASS ABSORPTION CELLS • COLORIMETER NEPHELOMETERS • KLETT REAGENTS • COLONY MARKER AND TALLY

Klett Manufacturing Co., Inc.
179 EAST 87TH STREET, NEW YORK, N. Y.

PARR ADIABATIC OXYGEN BOMB CALORIMETERS

Now equipped with:
- Direct reading, digital thermometer, and
- Automatic adiabatic temperature controller

For greater speed and better repeatability in measuring calorific values of coal, oil, foods, rocket propellants and other combustible materials. May we send you a copy of our latest Bomb and Calorimeter Catalog?

Ask for Catalog No. 67-1.

PARR INSTRUMENT COMPANY
211 Fifty-Third St.
Moline, Illinois 61265
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Aerospace Medical Assoc., 39th annual mtg., Miami Beach, Fla. (W. J. Kennard, Washington National Airport, Washington, D.C. 20001)


American College of Obstetricians and Gynecologists, Chicago, III. (M. Newton, 79 W. Monroe St., Chicago 60603)

Civil Aviation Medical Assoc., annual mtg., Miami Beach, Fla. (W. Gillespie, The Association, 3720 Washington St., St. Louis, Mo. 63108)


Aeronautical Weight Engineers, natl. conf., New Orleans, La. (N. F. Carraway, Box 60024, Terminal Annex, Los Angeles, Calif. 90054)

Association of American Physicians, annual mtg., Atlantic City, N.J. (E. Stead, Jr., Executive Secretary, The Association, Duke Hospital, Durham, N.C.)

Industrial and Commercial Power Systems, technical conf., St. Louis, Mo. (Inst. of Electrical and Electronics Engineers, Office of the Technical Activities Board, 345 E. 47 St., New York 10017)

Purdue Industrial Waste Conf., Lafayette, Ind. (D. E. Bloodgood, Civil Engineering Bldg., Purdue Univ., Lafayette 47907)

Aeronautical and Process Engineers, 13th natl. symp., Chicago, Ill. (P. Fina, 222 Scottwood Drive, Riverside, Ill.)

Society of Experimental Stress Analysis, spring mtg., Albany, N.Y. (B. E. Rossi, Executive Secretary, 21 Bridge Sq., Westport, Conn. 06880)

American Assoc. of Genitourinary Surgeons, annual mtg., Ponte Vedra, Fla. (H. M. Spence, Executive Secretary, The Association, 4105 Live Oak St., Dallas, Tex. 75221)

American Helicopter Soc., 24th annual mtg., Washington, D.C. (H. M. Lounsbery, Executive Secretary, 141 E. 44 St., New York 10017)


Recent Significant Developments in Medicine and Surgery, John F. Kennedy symp., Boston, Mass. (E. G. Tomney, Concord Medical Center, Concord, Mass.)

American Chemical Soc., central regional, Akron, Ohio. (G. Brown, Dept. of Chemistry, Kent State Univ., Kent, Ohio)

The Child with Heart Disease, Richmond, Va. (W. D. Nelligan, Executive Director, American College of Cardiology, 9650 Rockville Pike, Washington, D.C. 20014)

Anesthesiology, midwest conf., Chicago, Ill. (A. P. Winnie, Illinois Soc. of Anesthesiologists, 1825 W. Harrison St., Chicago 60612)

American Inst. of Industrial Engineers, 33rd annual, Sante Fe, N.M. (Museum of New Mexico, P.O. Box 2087, Sante Fe 87501)

American Assoc. for the Discriminating Yet, Budget Minded
America's first Astromice.

The crew from Charles River. They're ready to play a
down-to-earth role in lunar research by helping evaluate
reactions of earth life to moon material brought back by
future Apollo modules. Charles River has supplied the
Apollo program with nearly 2,000 Astromice™ of three dif-
f erent types. Germfree: without any microbiological flora.
Associated: germfree animals introduced to known members
of specific bacteria. And COBS®: Caesarean-Originated,
Barrier-Sustained. If your project calls for mice or rats of
absolute quality and dependability, you'll have them with
hours. Just tell us where. And how many. Drop us a line for
a price list or further information. Charles River Laborato-
ries, Inc., Wilmington, Massachusetts, U.S.A. or Elbeuf, France.

Let us send you FREE pamphlets: "A Physical Chemistry
Review — Measuring The Concentration of Solutions", a
bibliography, applications information, and a brochure on
Advanced Osmometers. Write or call collect today.

Washington, D.C. (W. J. Baird and J. H.
Shreve, The Association, 1725 Eye St.,
NW, Washington, D.C. 20006)
15. American Society for Gastrointestinal
(B. H. Sullivan, Jr., The Society, 2020
E. 93 Street, Cleveland, Ohio 44106)
15-16. American Urological Assoc., Mi-
ami Beach, Fla. (W. P. Didusch, Executive
Secretary, The Association, 1120 N.
Charles St., Baltimore, Md.)
of Refining, 33rd midyear mtg., Philadel-
phia, Pa. (R. D. Wright, The Institute, 1271
Ave. of the Americas, New York 10020)
15-17. Pulp and Paper, 14th conf.,
Milwaukee, Wis. (Inst. of Electrical and
Electronics Engineers, Office of the Tech-
nical Activities Board, 345 E. 47 St.,
New York 10017)
15-17. Treatment of Myocardial Infarc-
tion, Atlanta, Ga. (W. D. Nelligan, Amer-
ican College of Cardiology, 9650 Rock-
ville Pike, Washington, D.C. 20014)
15-18. American Gastroenterological
(H. D. Janowitz, Mt. Sinai Hospital,
11 E. 100 St., New York 10029)
15-18. Neurosurgical Soc. of America,
annual mtg., San Francisco, Calif. (C. H.
Davis, Jr., Bowman Gray School of Medi-
cine, Winston-Salem, N.C. 27103)
16-17. Metallurgical Soc., 22nd New
England regional conf., Hartford, Conn.
(J. V. Richard, The Society, 345 E. 47 St.,
New York 10017)
16-17. Southern Textile Research Conf.,
Hilton Head Island, S.C. (E. E. St. Louis,
% Astro Chemical Corp., 1613 E. North
St., Greenville, S.C. 29607)
16-19. Association of Clinical Scientists,
spring mtg., Little Rock, Ark. (R. P.
MacFate, The Association, 300 N. State
St., Chicago, Ill. 60610)
of Orthopedics, instructional courses, Detroit,
Mich. (J. P. Leonard, Secretary, The Acad-
emy, 2673 W. Grand Blvd., Detroit 48208)
19-22. American Thoracic Soc./Na-
tional Tuberculosis Assoc., joint mtg., Hous-
ton, Tex. (S. Wicker, National Tuberculosis
Assoc., 1740 Broadway, New York 10019)
19-22. Analysis Instrumentation Symp.,
14th natl., Philadelphia, Pa. (R. G.
Krueger, Leeds and Northrup Co., 4901
Stenton Ave., Philadelphia 19144)
19-23. Institute of Food Technologists,
annual mtg., Philadelphia, Pa. (C. L.
Willey, Executive Secretary, 221 N. La
Salle St., Chicago, Ill. 60601)
(M. C. Horton, Bendix Research Labora-
tories Div., Southfield, Mich. 48075)
20-23. Cement Industry, technology
conf., St. Louis, Mo. (Inst. of Electrical and
Electronics Engineers, R. M. Emberson,
345 E. 47 St., New York 10017)
20-24. Fire Protection Assoc., 72nd natl.,
Atlanta, Ga. (D. Richardson, Manager,
PR Dept., National Fire Protection Assoc.,
60 Batterymarsh St., Boston, Mass.)
20-24. Inter-American Conf. on Mat-
erials Technology, San Antonio, Tex. (R. D.
Wylie, Southwest Research Inst.,
8500 Culebra Road, San Antonio)
20-24. Society of Automotive Engineers,
midyear mtg., Detroit, Mich. (W. I.
Marble, Meetings Div. Manager, The
Society, 485 Lexington Ave., New York
10017)
Universal Models for batch or Continuous Operation. Heavy Duty Performance. From $237.00

Portable Model with Dewar Condenser. Performs evaporation of heat sensitive materials at room temperature. Continuous feed. $236.70

Portable Model with Spiral Condenser. Eliminates need for separate cooling arrangement. Temperature controlled water bath. $344.50

To evaporate aqueous solutions, high boiling point solvents, strong acids, alkalis and radioactive materials without contaminating back-drip. Distillation occurs only within glass and teflon, preventing contamination. Balanced design permits smooth rotation without drag and larger output without loss of material. Continuous feed of solution or inert gas. No O-rings or washers necessary. Also available with temperature-controlled water bath. Easy convertibility from one model to another.

Check
this list of laboratory glassware essentials available to you at substantial savings made by reliable Mercer Glass Works Inc.

BEADS, GLASS
BOTTLES, ASPIRATOR
BOTTLES, BALSAM
BOTTLES, DROPPING
BOTTLES, EYE FLUSHING
BOTTLES, GLASS STOPPERED
BOTTLES, NURSING
BOTTLES, PRESCRIPTION
BOTTLES, SADDLE BAG
BOTTLES, URINE SPECIMEN
BOTTLES, VARNISH
BOTTLES, ZEISS
CHAMBERS, HEMACYTOMETER
CYLINDERS, GRADUATED DESICCATORS
DISHES, CRYSTALLIZING
DISHES, DAPPEN
DISHES, EVAPORATING
DISHES, PETRI
DISHES, PREPARATION
DISHES, STAINING
DISHES, STENDER
DROPPERS, MEDICINE
FUNNELS

GAS GENERATORS
GRADUATES, PHARMACEUTICAL
JARS, BELL
JARS, MUSEUM
JARS, SPECIMEN
JARS, STAINING
JARS, STERILIZING
JARS, STORAGE
JARS, THERMOMETER
JARS, URINOMETER
MORTARS AND PESTLES
PERCOLATORS
PIPETTES, DISPOSABLE, PASTEUR
SLIDES, CONCAVITY
SLIDES, MICROSCOPE
THERMETERS
TUBES, TEST
TUBES, CULTURE
URINALS
URINOMETERS
VIALS, APPLICATOR
VIALS, CAPSULE
VIALS, DROPPER
VIALS, PATENT LIP
VIALS, SCREW CAP
VIALS, SHELL

FOR
Free
CATALOG
WRITE TO
MERCER
GLASS WORKS INC.
725 Broadway, Dept. SM
New York, N.Y. 10003
Manufacturers and Importers of over 5000 laboratory, educational and research essentials.

Send for Bulletin #5-FE-10008
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LABORATORY APPARATUS - PRECISION INSTRUMENTS
BUCHLER INSTRUMENTS, INC.
1327 18TH STREET, FORT LEE, NEW JERSEY 07024
The filter disc in a Coors porous-bottom crucible is an integral part of the crucible body. This exclusive construction keeps the disc in place and in one piece. Indefinitely. Even at high temperatures and vacuums. Disc pore size will not change during ignition, and the entire crucible is inert to all acids except HF and strong alkaline solutions. Easy to clean, no special filter mat needed. Specially treated to stabilize rate of flow. Available in nine sizes, three disc porosities: 1.2 microns (very fine), 5 microns (fine), 15 microns (medium). See your local laboratory-supply dealer or send for catalog.

Coors Porcelain Company, Golden, Colorado 80401
56th annual, Vancouver, B.C., Canada.
(Executive Director, The Association, 1255 Yonge St., Toronto 7, Ont., Canada)

13-16. Circumventricular Organs and Cerebrospinal Fluid, symp., Reinhardtsbrunn, Germany. (G. Sterba, Zoologisches Institut, Karl-Marx-Universität, Talstr. 33, Leipzig, Germany)


14-16. Quantum Electronics, intern. conf., Miami Beach, Fla. (L. Winner, 152 W. 42 St., New York, 10036)

14-19. European Federation of Chemical Engineering, 4th symp., Brussels, Belgium. (J. G. Van De Vusse, Koninklijke/Shell Laboratorium Badhuisweg 3, Amsterdam, Netherlands)

15-17. Canadian Phytopathological Soc., annual mtg., Winnipeg, Manitoba, Canada. (W. C. McDonald, Canada Dept. of Agriculture, Research Station, 25 Dafoe Rd., Winnipeg 19)

16-18. Experimental Zoology, intern. congr., Vienna, Austria. (Wiener Medizinische Akademie, Reisedienst Stadiongasse 6-8, A-1010 Vienna)

17-19. Royal Astronomical Soc. of Canada, general assembly, Calgary, Alta. (The Society, 252 College St., Toronto 2B, Ont., Canada)


18-28. Eocene Stratigraphy, symp., Paris, France. (Ch. Pomerol, Laboratoire de Geologie, 1, rue de la Brosse, Paris 5)


20-23. Powder Technology, intern. conf., Chicago, Ill. (M. Jackson, Research Inst., Illinois Inst. of Technology, 10 W. 35 St., Chicago 60616)


20-24. Inelastic Scattering of Neutrons, symp., Copenhagen, Denmark. (International Atomic Energy Agency, Karniner Ring 11, Vienna 1, Austria)
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**Books Received**

(Continued from page 412)


---

**Oiling resolutions of 0.0001" in the vertical plane and 0.004" in the two horizontal planes, the Micro-manipulator has both coarse and vernier controls in all directions. Available accessories include Ball & Socket Joints and Adjustable Needle Holders.**

Right or left hand unit complete with 3-D tool holder ........ $175

With magnetic base and ON-OFF slide switch .............. $200

Tilt Movement Unit, complete with 3-D tool holder .......... $200

Tilt Movement Unit, complete with 3-D tool holder and magnetic base $225

Promptly obtainable from:

**ericsobotka company inc.**

112 Finn Ct., Farmingdale, N.Y. 11735 (516) 293.9272

---

**Public Knowledge**

The Social Dimension of Science

J. M. ZIMAN

Professor Ziman, a practicing scientist, explores the philosophical, psychological and sociological implications of the principle that the true goal of all scientific research is to contribute to the consensus. Internationally accepted knowledge. He explains how, in practice, the consensus is established and how the work of the individual scientist becomes a part of it. Cloth $3.95 Paper $1.95

---

**The Mathematical Papers of Isaac Newton**

Volume II: 1667-1670

D. T. WHITESIDE, Editor

The second volume of eight projected continues the chronological reproduction of all Newton's mathematical papers now known to exist, with editorial commentary. Except for the De Analysi, none of the papers in this volume has been published previously.

Volume I: 1664-1666

$35.00

Volume II: 1667-1670

$40.00

---

**Cambridge University Press**

32 E. 57 St., New York, N.Y. 10022
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Bolt a new METERMATE to any panel meter

...it's a single-ended D.C. voltmeter
...it's a high impedance differential voltmeter
...it's a log scale D.C. voltmeter
...it's a log ratiometer D.C. voltmeter
...it's a "you-name-it-we've-got-it" meter

Now standard panel meters read voltage at high source impedances. METERMATES for various functions mount flush at the rear of the meter and fit within the length of the meter terminals — take no extra space, install easily. Ranges are altered simply by changing one external resistor value.

METERMATES are available as individual units or with companion meters in a complete selection of types and ranges. Call your Philbrick/Nexus sales representative for complete specifications, prices and application assistance. Or write, Philbrick/Nexus Research, 56. Allied Drive at Route 128, Dedham, Massachusetts 02026.
Delit. ...exclusively calculators

Wang's unique approach to data manipulation (a revolutionary electronic circuit which digitally generates the natural logarithm of any number entered) reduces complex calculations to simple, logical keystrokes and eliminates from 67 to 93 per cent of calculation time.

On keyboard displays, about the size of a telephone, all basic arithmetic functions (+, -, x, ÷, †) are performed silently, in milliseconds. Optional keys produce X², √X, LogX, eˣ by a single key-stroke. (For unmatched economy, up to 4 keyboards can operate simultaneously from a briefcase-size electronics package located up to 200 feet away.)

Other options include: 4 additional random-access storage registers (two are standard), 80 step, plug-in card program and/or built-in programs for single keystroke calculations of sin, cos, arcsin x, arctan x.

Add-on compatibility makes it possible to expand into a powerful computing system that will branch, loop, do sub-routines, make decisions and manipulate arrays. There is nothing comparable, anywhere. For complete information, write or call:

WANG LABORATORIES, INC.
Dept. 3.5Q, 838 North St., Tewksbury, Massachusetts 01876 • Tel. 617-851-7311

In Major Cities, Tel:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>City</th>
<th>Area Code</th>
<th>Number</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(201)</td>
<td>241-0250</td>
<td>(215) 642-4321</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(203)</td>
<td>666-9433</td>
<td>(216) 233-4611</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(205)</td>
<td>243-6007</td>
<td>(301) 588-3711</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(206)</td>
<td>622-2466</td>
<td>(302) 821-8212</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(212)</td>
<td>682-0321</td>
<td>(303) 841-1661</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(213)</td>
<td>278-3232</td>
<td>(304) 451-6474</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(214)</td>
<td>361-4351</td>
<td>(312) 453-1542</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(702) 735-5802


Factors Influencing Myocardial Con-
DON'T BE HIGH PRESSURED

INTO BUYING A LOW PRESSURE VARIABLE SPEED PUMP

Operating at pressures to 50 psi, the Model 300 metering pump will deliver a reproducible, essentially non-pulsating flow within ± 2% of the dialed-in rate, easily outperforming lower pressure peristaltic or similar variable speed pumps. The Model 300 has a pumping range continuously variable from 0 to 500 ml/hr, is self priming, and does not require any preliminary calibration. Almost all liquids can easily be accommodated. For complete details write for brochure MP27D.

ISCO INSTRUMENTATION SPECIALTIES COMPANY, INC.
5624 SEWARD AVE.
LINCOLN, NEBRASKA 68507. U.S.A.

Hyland Special Antiserums

Hyland, pioneer producer of components for immunoelectrophoresis and immunodiffusion technics, offers a large variety of

ANTISERUMS
IMMUNO-PLATE® IMMUNODIFFUSION PLATES
IMMUNO-PLATE® ANTIBODY-CONTAINING PLATES
COMPLETE IMMUNO-PLATE® TEST KITS for identification and quantitation of such human serum proteins as γG, γM, γA and others.

Send Today for your copy of complete product list.
HYLAND, P. O. Box 39672, Los Angeles, Calif. 90039
Please send me Special Antiserums/IMMUNO-PLATE Tests product list.

Name ___________________________
Organization or firm ___________________________
Street _______________________________________
City __________________ State ______ Zip ______
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Chemical processing at ultra high frequency with the new 180 VF HIGH FREQUENCY ULTRASONIC IRRADIATOR

- Glazed Piezoceramic disk diameter: 1½ inch
- Nominal frequency: 800 kHz
- Line input: 450 watts
- Generator RF output: 150 watts
- Transducer Acoustic Output: up to 85 watts
- Average Acoustic Energy at ceramic interface: 7.5 watts/cm² 
- Average Aerosol Flow Rate: 12.5 cc/min (775 cc/hour) 
- Water level for maximum atomization: 7 to 8 inches 
- Line power requirements: 110-120 volts, 60 cycles 
- Generator size: 12” H x 6½” W x 19” D inches 
- Generator weight: 33 lbs

Generator, submersible transducer including Teflon insulated cable: **$750.00**

APPLICATIONS: Cell destruction, selective extraction, accelerated dissolution, particles dispersion, sterilization, oxidations, hydrogenation, hydrocarbons decomposition, polymerization, depolymerization, catalysts activation, micronic aerosolization, flame spectro-photometry, humification, aging alcohols, perfumes, electron microscope sample preparation, etc.

MACROSONICS CORPORATION

880 Eton Street, Rahway, New Jersey 
Phone: 201-382-2030

FRENCH REPRESENTATIVE:
Societe Luziesa, 70 Rue J. P. Timbaud, 75 Paris XI. Rel: 023.48.22


Grundzüge der Struktur und Funktion des Gehirns. S. A. Sarkissow. Translated

New books in science from Freeman

Structural Chemistry and Molecular Biology
A VOLUME DEDICATED TO LINUS PAULING BY HIS STUDENTS, COLLEAGUES, AND FRIENDS
Edited by ALEXANDER RICH, Massachusetts Institute of Technology, and NORMAN DAVIDSON, California Institute of Technology
This volume of essays covers an extensive range of topics generally related to two areas of research that have been transformed by contributions made by Linus Pauling. 1968, 907 pages, 280 illustrations, 3 portraits, 83 tables, (67-21127), $10.00

Interneurons
THEIR ORIGIN, ACTION, SPECIFICITY, GROWTH, AND PLASTICITY
G. ADRIAN HARRIDGE, University of St. Andrews, Scotland
In this monograph in comparative, integrative neurophysiology, the author reviews the experimental findings relating to interneurons and speculates on how far these findings lead to an understanding of the brain and to what extent models of the brain can be tested. Just published.

Galactic Astronomy
DIMITRI MIHALAS, Princeton University Observatory. With the collaboration of PAUL MCRAE ROUTLY, American Astronomical Society
In this textbook, the first in its field, the author and his collaborators synthesize the results of Galactic research into a clear, self-contained account of man's knowledge about the Milky Way System. Publication date: August 1968

Mathematics in the Modern World
Readings from SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN
With Introductions by MORRIS KLINE, New York University
Selected to provide an insight into the essential simplicity and astonishing practical effectiveness of mathematics, this collection of fifty readings by authorities in the field includes ten of the eleven articles from the single-topic issue of September 1964 devoted to Mathematics in the Modern World. Publication date: September 1968

W. H. FREEMAN AND COMPANY

600 Market St., San Francisco, California 94104
7 Cromwell Road, London S. W. 7
Researchers, Scientists, Technicians have long wanted speed, versatility, high quality and simplicity in Photomicrography.

Now they have it.

The Wild® Photo Automat attaches to any straight monocular tube microscope or the Wild Trinocular M-20 Research Microscope. It shoots color or B/W with equal ease on 35mm, #120 roll, or 6x9 cm cut film. Automatic film transport is available for 35mm film. The operator (experience unnecessary) focuses microscope and dials eyepiece power. He dials illumination (Brightfield, Darkfield, Widefield) and the film speed. He snaps the picture. Exposure time is automatic, so there’s no waste of time or film.

The operator will find it quite difficult to get a bad photomicrograph.

WRITE FOR BOOKLET MI-608 OR DEMONSTRATION.


Introduction to Technological Economics. Duncan Davies and Callum McCarthy. Wiley, New York, 1967. xviii + 194 pp., illus. $5.


Methods for Estimating the Primary Production of Forests. P. J. Newbould. Published for the International Biological Programme by Blackwell Scientific Publi-


On Course to the Stars. The Roger B. Chaffee Story. As told to C. Donald Chrysler by Don L. Chaffee and family. Kregel Publications, Grand Rapids, Mich., 1968. 155 pp., illus. $3.95.


In this quality line, you get SPECTROPHOTOMETER CELLS that are durable, economical and performance-perfect. They're FISHERbrand... and brand-new. Fisher Scientific is announcing a new quality line of FISHERbrand Spectrophotometer Cells. They come in 50 sizes and styles, fit all modern spectrophotometers, and are extraordinarily durable, economical and optically perfect.

FISHERbrand Spectrophotometer Cells are made from the finest grades of optical glass and silica, to extremely close tolerances. A special fusing process produces an annealed seal that eliminates strains and optical distortion, prevents damage by acid or other reagents. A wide choice of cell materials enables the analyst to work over the entire spectrum, from 165 μ to the far-ultraviolet through the near-UV and visible regions to 3600 μ in the near-infrared.

Rectangular cells are available with optical path lengths from 1 to 10 mm, and for samples as small as 0.3 ml. The exact path length in centimeters is engraved on each cell, and individual cells are coded so an exact optical match can be obtained if a cell is damaged.

Cylindrical cells are available with path lengths from 1 to 100 mm. There are also special cells for fluorescence measurements, micro and semimicro flow cells and jacketed cells for constant-temperature measurements.

If you can write the problem... you already know how to use the Mathatron

It's as simple as that... No sequencing, no tucking away of intermediate results in storage registers to be recalled later, no strange hieroglyphics or mixed-up mathematical symbols... Just the linear equation written with the keyboard exactly as you would with a pencil.

And with this unique ease of operation, Mathatron also gives you a programmable memory, the ability to learn and automatically work a complex formula, a true full floating decimal point, a power-of-ten exponent which extends the number range to 100 digits and a serial tape with a printed record of the problem as you write it with the keys, and the solution.

Mathatron is a truly unique and wonderful electronic mathematic machine and much, much more than just a calculator. Get the details today.

Borden's reagents are the finest made. Here's one:

**INT**

(We have 299 more.)

Among the 300 reagents of Borden Chemical's Dajac Laboratories, you will find not only INT, but also Blue Tetrazolium (BT*), Nitro BT* and TNBT. All of these Dajac reagents are the recognized leaders for purity and reliable results in their field.

Free Catalog: For complete information on these compounds and our enzyme substrates, fluorescent dyes, and analytical reagents, write for a copy of our current catalog.

Dajac Laboratories
The Borden Chemical Company
5000 Langdon St., Box 9522
Philadelphia, Pa. 19124

For Biologists:


A*-Special cash order price for AAAS members.

Mail your order now to:

**AAAS PUBLICATIONS**

1515 Massachusetts Avenue, NW
Washington, D.C. 20005

Please accept my order for the volumes checked above.

☐ Check or money order in the amount of $... is enclosed.

☐ Please send invoice at retail prices. Order number ....

Name ....................................................
Address ...................................................
Post Office ...........................................
State ................................ Zip Code ....

Leipzig, 1967. 205 pp., illus. Paper, 44.75 MDN.


**Practical Clinical Biochemistry.** Harold Varley, Heinemann; London; Interscience (Wiley), New York, ed. 4, 1967. x + 802 pp., illus. $11.50.


**P** Nature of Nuclear Magnetic Resonance. Marvin M. Crutchfield, Claude H. Dungan, John H. Letcher, Victor Mark, and John
R. Van Wazer. *Interscience* (Wiley), New York, 1967. x + 492 pp., illus. $23.50.
Topics in Phosphorus Chemistry, vol. 3.


*Urea as a Protein Supplement*. Michael H. Briggs, Ed. Pergamon, New York, 1967. xii + 466 pp., illus. $18.


---

**The NEW Nalgene® Unitary Pipet Washer-Rinser**

Radically new design eliminates all pipet washing-rinsing problems. Molded in one piece of rigid, unbreakable linear polyethylene, no seams or welds. Use in the sink, connected directly to drainline. Size D for pipets up to 14" long, size E for pipets up to 24". Another new product from Nalge... the innovator in plastic labware. Specify Nalgene Labware from your lab supply dealer. Ask for our 1968 Catalog or write Nalgene Labware Division, Dept. 2716, Rochester, N. Y. 14602.
The program is company secure and company funded. Electro-Optical Systems and its parent company, the Xerox Corporation, have already made important strides forward in the development of new systems for medical diagnosis.

The need now is for highly qualified personnel to fill important management and leadership positions within this ongoing program...a program which has real meaning for the future of the medical sciences.

Management—Senior Scientist. Manage and direct a product development biochemistry team. Extensive experience required in pharmaceutical or chemical product development. Prefer multidisciplined strengths in chemistry or biochemical, chemical engineering, and instrumentation.

Quality Assurance Manager, Biochemist or Chemist. Requires extensive experience in pharmaceutical and chemical product development. Must be familiar with cost effectiveness and productive reliability models.

Quality Assurance Reliability Chemist. Entails development of analytical procedures. Desire several years industrial analytical laboratory experience.

Project Leaders—Ph.D Biochemists. Recent doctoral graduates and experienced Ph.D Biochemists are needed to probe and resolve analytical problems. Experience in preparing and processing stable biochemicals is desirable.

Instrumentation Engineers—Electrical. Desire design background with optical and digital systems. Information processing and control systems experience preferred.

Instrumentation Engineers—Mechanical. Requires highly creative individuals to design high-speed, small mechanisms, and electromechanical machinery, involves advanced concepts analysis and studies. Will also test, evaluate, and improve existing machine designs.

A variety of other positions are currently available in the fields of chemical engineering, biochemistry, microbiology, radiology, electronic, mechanical and systems engineering and data processing. Send your resume or request for further information to David C. Phillips, Better yet. Call him personally...collect. 213-351-2987.

Electro-Optical Systems, Inc.

302 North Halstead St. Pasadena, Calif. 91107
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